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Abstract 

Software Defined Networking (SDN) is developed as an alternative to closed networks in centers for data 

processing by providing a means to separate the control layer, data layer, switches, and routers. SDN introduces 

new possibilities for network management and configuration methods. In this article, we identify motivation and 

various challenges with the current state-of-the-art network configuration of SDN and discuss the compatibility 

with edge, cloud computing and IoT. 
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1. Introduction 

Software Defined Networking (SDN) is an organizational engineering approach that facilitates the network 

to be intelligently and centrally controlled, or ‘programmed,’ using software applications . It helps 

operators managing the entire network consistently and holistically, regardless of the underlying network 

technology. An SDN consists of three sections as shown in figure 1 [1-3]. The first section is “Network 

Management Centre” which is responsible for implementing various functions such as firewalls, custom policies 

and protocol implementations. The second section is called Control Plane’ which function centralizes the control 

plane intelligences (switching and routing) to the controller. It allows the administrators to configure the network 

hardware directly from the controller. This approach makes the network highly flexible. The third section is Data 

Plane which represents packet forwarding hardware in the SDN architecture. 

At its heart SDN has a centralized or distributed intelligent entity that has an entire view of the network, that can 

make routing and switching decisions based on that view. “Typically, network routers and switches only know 

about their neighboring network gear. But with a properly configured SDN environment, that central entity can 

control everything, from easily changing policies to simplifying configuration and automation across the 

enterprise.” 
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   Figure 1: Typical representation of Software Define Network 

In addition to abstracting the network, SDN architectures support a set of APIs that make it possible to 

implement common network services, including routing, multicast, security, access control, bandwidth 

management, traffic engineering, quality of service, processor and storage optimization, energy usage, and all 

forms of policy management, custom tailored to meet business objectives [4-5]. For example, SDN architecture 

makes it easy to define and enforce consistent policies across both wired and wireless connections on a campus. 

2. Motivation of Software Defined Networking 

With SDN, we're making the network programmable. At the time when we decide making the network 

programmable, it includes both the control plane and the information plane, and that both are important in 

containing costs and empowering business development. Control plane programmability is the reason for 

decreasing operational expenses by moving the weight of design and the executives from individuals to 

innovation by means of computerization.  

Without network programmability in an organization, the whole network set-up dragged down in operational 

expenses because of the blast of internetworking devices, electronics equipment and many smart tools. There are 

four critical areas in which SDN technology can make a difference for an organization.  

1) Network programmability: SDN enables network behavior to be controlled by the software that resides 

beyond the networking devices that provide physical connectivity. As a result, network operators can tailor 

the behavior of their networks to support new services, and even individual customers. By decoupling the 

hardware from the software, operators can introduce innovative, differentiated new services rapidly, free 

from the constraints of closed and proprietary platforms. 
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2) Logically centralize intelligence and control: SDN is built on logically centralized network topologies, 

which enable intelligent control and management of network resources. Traditional network control 

methods are distributed. Devices function autonomously with limited awareness of the state of the network. 

With the kind of centralized control an SDN-based network provides, bandwidth management, restoration, 

security, and policies can be highly intelligent and optimized—and an organization gains a holistic view of 

the network [6]. 

3) Abstraction of the network: Services and applications running on SDN technology are abstracted from 

the underlying technologies and hardware that provide physical connectivity from network control. 

Applications will interact with the network through APIs, instead of management interfaces tightly coupled 

to the hardware.  

4) Openness: SDN architectures usher in a new era of openness, enabling multi-vendor interoperability as 

well as fostering a vendor-neutral ecosystem. Openness comes from the SDN approach itself. The open 

APIs support a wide range of applications, including cloud orchestration, OSS/BSS, SaaS, and business -

critical networked apps. In addition, intelligent software can control hardware from multiple vendors with 

open programmatic interfaces like OpenFlow. Finally, from within the SDN, intelligent network services 

and applications can run within a common software environment [7]. 

A key advantage of SDN technology is the ability for network operators to write programs that utilize SDN 

APIs and give applications control over network behavior. SDN allows users to develop network -aware 

applications, intelligently monitor network conditions, and automatically adapt the network configuration 

as needed. 

3. Advantages of Software Define Network 

There are multiple advantages of SDN over traditional network 

 Network Provisioning 

SDN framework offers centralized control and view of the overall network. This makes it easier for 

enterprise management with network provisioning. For instance, creating a Gordian knot of dependencies 

and links or connecting more VLANs as a part of physical LANs. By extracting the data planes and 

control, the Software Defined Networking approach improves agility and boosts service delivery, which 

helps improve provisioning for both physical and virtual network devices from a centralized location. 

 Holistic approach for efficient management 

Organizations should fulfill the rising need for handling demands. SDN helps your IT office change your 

organization setup with no effect on your organization. Additionally, not at all like Simple Network 

Management Protocol (SNMP), SND reinforces the administration of physical and virtual [8] switches 

and organization gadgets that are from a focal regulator.  
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 Automation 

The amount of automation you can leverage out of a Software Defined Networking process can help you 

in various ways. It's the best way to invest speed in the overall networking operations. Unlike before, 

today’s network does not have to struggle with internet connectivity. With SDN, it is also possible to alter 

automated responses in the cloud. The process works particularly good in environments such as 

enterprise-wide SD-WAN networks. 

 More granular security 

Virtual machines represent a test for firewalls and substance sifting, a test that is additionally 

compounded by close to home gadgets. By building up a focal control point for directing security and 

strategy data for your undertaking, the SDN regulator rapidly turns into an aid for your IT division.  

 Lower working expenses 

A few advantages to SDN, for example, having a productive organization, worker use upgrades, and 

improved virtualization control, can dually help cut working expenses. Since numerous standard 

organization issues can be computerized and unified, SDN can likewise help diminish working expenses 

and develop regulatory reserve funds. Hardware reserve funds and diminished capital uses. SDN 

appropriation resuscitates more seasoned organization gadgets and rearranges the way toward 

streamlining commoditized equipment. By [9][10] adhering to the guidelines from the SDN regulator, 

more seasoned equipment can be repurposed while less exorbitant equipment can be conveyed to ideal 

impact. This cycle permits new gadgets to get authentic "white box" switches that have insight centered at 

the SDN regulator.  

 Cloud reflection 

Utilizing SDN to extract cloud assets improves the way toward binding together cloud assets. SDN 

regulators can deal with all the systems administration parts that contain the huge server farm stages.  

 Consistent and ideal substance conveyance 

One major advantage of SDN is the capacity to control information traffic. It's simpler to have nature of 

administration for Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) and sight and sound transmissions on the off 

chance that you can coordinate and computerize information traffic. SDN likewise assists with steaming 

greater recordings since SDN reinforces network responsiveness and, subsequently, makes an improved 

client experience (UX). 
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4. Opportunities and Challenges in Software Define Network 

Alongside SDN, new difficulties have arisen. The essential functionalities of programmable switches have gotten 

fairly free from the equipment being used, so the product part should give proficient exchanging capacities. New 

calculations or conventions (consider the manner in which the regulator ought to arrange the switches, for 

instance) must be planned, both for the control plane and the information plane.  

In any case, even with new programming apparatuses, the functionalities of the information plane stay at an 

essential level, in order to acquire on handling speed. Yet, this has an expense as far as accessible highlights, and 

of usability: for sure the expansion of another component (new convention, altered organization geography, can 

require a redesign of all information planes, accordingly speaking to a hefty imperative on creation conditions. 

Subsequently one of the difficulties comprises in creating information planes with superior exhibitions yet 

introducing an amazing programmable, "updatable" interface. Great programming configuration is of foremost 

significance!  

Equipment isn't totally set aside, however. It is obligatory to interface the product side with the equipment cards 

in an effective manner to acquire great exhibitions. What's more, getting acceptable exhibitions is one of the vital 

goals of SDN! Exhibitions for digit rates, yet additionally for assets utilization—the more CPUs stay accessible 

to client applications, the better or in any event, for different subsystems, for example, stockpiling: higher 

throughputs mean more information, which thusly should be sent to quick and effective stockpiling backend.  

Another gigantic test of SDN is security. The organization geography advances: the fundamental engineering 

offers route to a decoupling of control and information planes. This new design makes it significantly more 

practical and simple to refresh the organization geography at runtime. This, thusly, makes network parts more 

earnestly to make sure about and to screen. Specifically, it is fundamental that orders on the control plane stay 

secured. Also, the utilization of virtualization aggravates things: when a few apparatuses run on an equivalent 

actual host, they should share its assets yet should not release their information. There is a ton of progressing 

research regarding this matter—since much remaining parts to be finished!  

As Software-Defined Networking (SDN) develops, its guarantee is clear: readiness. Endeavors and 

correspondence specialist co-ops the same have had the option to altogether quicken an opportunity to convey 

new applications and administrations as an immediate consequence of programming characterized innovation.  

From a framework checking viewpoint, it likewise makes connection of execution occasions simpler. With SDN, 

on the grounds that the application is network-mindful, that connection [of execution issues] is naturally done. In 

the event that your page invigorate is taking excessively long, you can quickly relate that to a particular piece of 

the organization. Also, in light of the fact that it's programmable, you can create devices to naturally re-course 

around those issues. 
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Notwithstanding the advantages of SDN, the innovation likewise presents new difficulties, remembering its 

effect for everyday execution observing [11-14].  

Challenge 1: Addressing dynamic continuous change  

The capacity to robotize the provisioning of new united frameworks in minutes and effect numerous gadgets 

simultaneously is a distinct advantage, particularly thinking about that the present relative static conditions 

depend on manual setups. With SDN, new figure, organization and capacity gadgets and highlights are promptly 

accessible for use. At the point when just running day by day minds what's happening in your current 

circumstance, these dynamic, constant changes mean critical holes in perceivability.  

What's required is a presentation observing arrangement planned with open APIs. This way one can incorporate 

straightforwardly with SDN frameworks, tune in on the occasion transport and search for new gadgets, 

administrations or changes, and afterward quickly alter the foundation observing stock to guarantee execution 

perceivability. 

Challenge 2: Accommodating quick on-request growth 

The inescapable uptick popular for new figure, organization and capacity in programming characterized 

foundation represents a danger to observing stages. These arrangements should have the option to add checking 

ability to oblige the fast development of the foundation. On the off chance that they can't include extra limit 

interest, they can immediately get over-bought in, making execution perceivability holes.  

Dissimilar to inheritance framework in the SDN world we can have different overlay geographies running on top 

of the actual organization. At whatever point another help begins, it conveys the essential virtual foundation, and 

along these lines the quantity of checked components can develop quickly with expanded interest – surpassing 

customary limit the board.  

The arrangement is to convey execution observing inside both physical and virtual apparatuses. At the point 

when additional exhibition the executives limit is required, turning up extra virtual machines on interest 

empowers execution observing to flex with the requests of a SDN climate and still give answers in a moment or 

two.  

Challenge 3: Integrating administration setting 

Having administration setting is an assumption today. Therefore, execution observing should have the option to 

tune in setting of a specific client or occupant of the organization. At last, clients ought to have the option to not 

just get some information about the wellbeing and execution of individual gadgets or connections on the 

organization, yet in addition, "How is Customer A, HD Video Service: New York to London, performing?"  
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This likewise reaches out to support geography, which means the regulators and execution observing 

arrangements share the information on physical and coherent network of the gadgets – both physical and virtual – 

that make up a help, both progressively and for chronicled setting.  

Primary concern 

SDN is as yet developing, and all through its advancement, it's essential to take a gander at how powerful 

continuous change, fast on-request development and coordination of administration setting will assume a vital 

part in empowering an effective arrangement and keeping away from execution perceivability holes in your 

foundation. 

5. SDN’s role in cloud computing 

Some features of SDNs make it highly recommendable for cloud computing systems. The emergence of large 

SDN controllers focused on ensuring availability and scalability of virtual networking for cloud computing 

systems 

 As associations hope to scale their cross breed cloud conditions, it will be basic to use arrangements that 

help improve efficiency and cycles. The capacity to use a similar arrangement, similar to Cisco's ACI, in 

your own private-cloud climate just as across various public mists will empower associations to 

effectively scale their cloud surroundings.   

 "Spryness is a vital trait of advanced change, and endeavors will embrace structures, foundations, and 

innovations that accommodate deft organization, provisioning, and progressing operational 

administration. In a datacenter organizing setting, the basic of computerized change drives reception of 

broad organization computerization, including SDN 

 IBM's SDN Services helps enterprise customers build a highly programmable network fabric that spans 

Data Center/Cloud (SDN-DC), Wide Area Network (SD-WAN) and Branch Networks (SD-LAN). IBM 

follows a consulting-led approach to help create cloud-enabled, dynamic, resilient networks that cater to 

your future business needs. 
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Figure 2: Key Features of a Software-Defined Networking Solution 

Essentially, it transforms network operations to make it more like cloud management instead of physically 

maneuvering hardware switches, gateways, firewalls, and other network appliances.  

 

Most modern IT environments are heterogeneous in nature. This means that a combination of private and public 

clouds co-exists with on-premise servers and containers. The SDN solution you choose must be able to support 

the entire cloud environment. Applications hosted on-premise and on the cloud must be able to run on your 

software-defined network with adequate monitoring and governance. Ideally, the SDN console should be hosted 

on the cloud for easy access.  

6. Software Define Network protocols 

Some time ago, there was just a single convention for programming characterized organizing (SDN), and it was 

OpenFlow. Exemplary SDN relied upon OpenFlow for correspondences between the SDN regulator, the minds 

of the organization, and the information plane gadgets that did its directions.  

SDN have a more extensive significance, however with expanding accentuation on concentrated organization 

virtualization and programmability, not simply control/information plane partition. Different conventions have 

gotten significant in the space. Cisco presented a SDN convention for mechanizing proliferation of strategy 

through an organization made out of savvy gadgets instead of "clear record" information plane gadgets. The 

ascent of VMware NSX and different arrangements has brought to conspicuousness the VXLAN convention for 

overlaying legitimate organizations across existing organizations. NVGRE is a comparative virtualization 

convention and is acquiring unmistakable quality as Microsoft and others exploit it in their cloud surroundings. 

Geneve is an even more current virtualization convention pointed toward binding together VXLAN and NVGRE.  
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7. SDN support edge computing, IoT and remote access 

Edge computing carries computing services nearer to the end user or the source of the data, such as an IoT device 

in order to mitigate possible latency and bandwidth utilization. This enables the IoT data to be gathered and 

processed at the edge where the device is located, rather than sending the data back to a datacentre or cloud to 

help identify patterns that initiate actions faster like anomaly detection for predictive maintenance.  

The ability of IoT devices employing compute power is getting more valuable as a means to rapidly analyse data 

in real-time. Faster wireless technologies, such as 5G and 6G wireless, are allowing for edge computing systems 

to accelerate the creation or support of real-time applications, such as video processing and analytics, self-driving 

cars, artificial intelligence and robotics, to name a few [16-19]. 

The advantages of edge processing design are twofold. To start with, by pushing computational cycles to the 

edge, edge computing diminishes the measure of CPU required in the cloud, which means cost investment funds.  

The subsequent advantage is less information navigates the organization, since preparing is performed locally at 

the edge. This outcome in organization and execution efficiencies that can altogether help application speeds. 

8. SDN meets edge computing architecture 

Programming characterized organizing (SDN) is an innovation that can help overcome any issues when 

consolidating edge processing and conventional mists. For instance, SDN can be utilized to go about as a chief 

on whether assignments ought to be transferred and prepared in the cloud or at the edge [20-21].  

SDN regulators remember worked for AI that can decide when times of high organization use happen on explicit 

connections. The regulator would then be able to demand all the more handling to be finished at the edge to take 

out organization bottlenecks.  

With the "everything as code" approach, which SDN and container management/deployment tools like 

Kubernetes exemplify, the whole variety of edge architectures from heavily centralized to highly distributed can 

be managed with the same tools, an important consideration as the technologies mature and take their place in the 

market. 

Different from the cloud, edge devices are distributed and deployed locally, such as at user’s home. Edge devices 

usually have certain data computing capabilities [22]. With the increasing number of users, similar as the cloud 

platform, the delay of our IoT-EDGE-SDN model can be managed, which is stabilized at about 320 ms. Usually, 

we can have multiple edge devices at home, which gives us the confidence that our IoT-EDGE-SDN model is an 

efficient and reliable solution for healthcare data processing. 
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Components of SDN 

It has basically two components 

1). The SDN controller (only one, could be deployed in a highly available cluster) 

2). The SDN-enabled switches (multiple switches, mostly in a Close topology in a data center) as shown in the 

following figure: 

OpenFlow is one of the first software-defined networking (SDN) standards and defined the communication 

protocol between SDN controllers and the forwarding plane of networking devices. Benefits include its 

programmability, centralized intelligence, and how it abstracts network architecture [15] 

SDN Architecture: Network Devices (Data Plane) 

Information Plane is comprise of different Network gadgets both physical and Virtual. The fundamental 

obligation of information plane is Forwarding. In the past customary organizations, both control and information 

plane was in a similar gadget. In any case, with SDN, network gadgets has just information plane. In this way, 

the primary part of these organization gadgets is just Forwarding the information. This give a productive 

Forwarding mechanism; typical pictorial representation is shown in figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Typical pictorial representation of SDN 

SDN Architecture: SDN Controller (Control Plane) 

SDN Controller is the Center of the SDN Architecture and the main one of SDN Architecture Components. All 

in all, SDN Controller is the cerebrum of the framework. The control of all the information plane gadgets are 

done by means of SDN Controller. It likewise controls the Applications at Application Layer. SDN Controller 

convey and control these upper and lower layer with APIs through Interfaces 
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Conclusion 

The best way to implement SDN is to ensure to provide Software Defined Networking training to the IT 

employees. It's a surefire way to prepare them to adopt the change in the networking approach and enable them 

to make the most out of the given technology.  
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